The first half of the Comment by Hallbeck et al. about our recent paper [1] describes an all BC device, described in Ref. [2], that is unlike the BC–silicon detector we mentioned in our paper. Although their observations about their all BC device are interesting, they are nevertheless inconsequential to our assertions about a BC–Si detector [1]. The use of solid boron compounds for thermal neutron detection has been of considerable interest for many decades [3–10]. We encourage Hallbeck et al. to perform fundamental evaluations of the electrical properties of their BC materials, which are typically performed for all experimental semiconductor radiation detector materials, beginning with measurements of the charge carrier mobilities and mean-free-drift times. Moreover, the claim that neutrons were detected in a pure boron carbide device [2] is hard to assess, especially considering the absence of a clear description of the neutron source, detector dimensions and irradiation configuration. The authors of the Comment report the observation of an extremely small current (fA) [2], which they claim is a clear indication of neutron detection in their boron-carbide material. However, their results should be scrutinized very closely. Leakage currents are well-known to increase in semiconducting materials with increasing radiation intensity [11], or the observed minute currents may be nothing more than the current produced by the ionization of the surrounding air by reaction ions. With a pulse height analysis, as suggested in our paper [1], the authors would have been better able to understand the origins of the tiny currents observed.

We now turn our attention to the BC–Si device mentioned in our paper [1] that Robertson et al. claim to be a BC neutron detector [12,13], the Si substrate being an inert platform upon which they deposited the BC film. Although Refs. [12,13] vaguely describe the crystalline structure of the boron-carbide material in question, it appears to be a disordered solid. Hence, charge carrier collection can be expected to be poor, as observed in other disordered materials, and which is typically too poor to produce spectral energy peaks [14,15]. This material property should have alerted the authors to a possible misinterpretation of measurements.
In their Comment, Hallbeck et al. now propose, for the first time, that both the BC film and Si substrate may have collected charge. We have calculated the spectral response for the case in which the boron-carbide film (upon the substrate) and the Si substrate both act as detectors, although these simulated spectra were not included in our paper [1]. We note that characteristic spectral features identified for a pure BC detector, namely the sum peaks, are still present, in addition to distorted peaks characteristic of BC or B-coated Si detectors. Hallbeck et al. suggest that for a BC film of only 0.27 μm, no sum peaks should be observed because of the limited solid angles required to produce these sum peaks. In Fig. 8 of our paper [1], these sum peaks are clearly present even for a 0.27-μm BC layer. We assert that analysis of spectral features of energy deposition is a definitive mechanism of identifying how thermal neutron detectors function.
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fully absorbed in the Si diode active volume, which further supports our assertions.
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